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1 . Abstract: In some instances, the parameter <y of a ^-analogue may be directly identified as
the probability of tails occurring in a Bernoulli trials scheme. The simple coin-tossing game
presented in the next section gives rise to a (7-analogue of a standard limit formula for the
exponential function and to a (/-analogue of Euler's product formula for the Ricmann zeta
function. The context in which these ^-identities arise bears some resemblance to the one
Gilbert Labelle used in obtaining a (^-analogue of Euler's gamma function. Slight variations of
the same game also lead to probabilistic interpretations of the inversion number and of the
major index.

Game I: Players 1, 2, ..., n all compete for ranks 1 through r. All players begin at rank 1.
In turn, a coin is passed from player to player. When tossed, the coin lands tails up with
probability q and heads up with probability p = (I - q). Upon receiving the coin, a player
tosses until heads (x;curs. Each time a player tosses a tails, he/she advances a rank with one
exception: If tails occurs at the highest rank r, then the player tossing the coin returns to
rank 1. Upon tossing heads, a player goes out of the game with his/her achieved rank and
passes the coin to the next player. Play ends when all players have had a turn. The player(s)
with the highest rank is (are) deemed the winner(s).

Let F(n ; r) denote the set of functions mapping {1, 2, ..., ?;} to {1, 2, ..., r}.
The outcome of Game I may be viewed as a function mapping the set {1, 2, ..., n} of
players to the set of ranks {1, 2, ..., r}, or, in other words, as an element of F(n ; r).
Because of (j's prominent role, an outcome of Game I is said to be a q-random mapping.

As an illustration, suppose that n = 4 and /. = 3. If players 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively toss
TTTTTTTH, H, TTH, and TTTH, then the outcome may be conveniently displayed as
follows:
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The corresponding function is /=2 13 1£ F(4 , 3).
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3 . ^. Random Mappings: The probability that a given /£ /. (/; . r) is the outcome of Game ! is

!)+... +f(n) -n

^/^ = [r}n

where [m] = 1 +(/+... + ^-' = (] . ̂ ")/(i _ ^). Furthermore, Id NFP(/;) dcnolc the subscl
of functions in F(n ; 11) having no fixed points/that is,

NFP(n) = {/G /..(n , n} . J(j)^j for 1 <y ̂  /;}.

It is not UK) difficult to prove that

,
hm3C 

^/ {/e NFP(W)} = M

where [e\ denotes a (7-analog of the real number e defined by

[e] == v A
~ ntoW

The ̂ -analog of e satisfies the limit formula

w

[. ] = ^ n ( i
7t-*30 7=1

^-! . -l

This follows as a corollary from the more general fact that

i^'^n C-^')"
which holds for -1<^^1 and I / 1<(1 - q)~\

W

4" A_^'^ie^nan" ?eta Function: Suppose there are s > I players and p ranks (where p is
prime). Game I is said to end in an .s-way tie at rank p if all players go out with rank p.
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The probability that such an event tx'curs is {(/p i'[p}) .

Suppose that Game I is repeated for each prime p II s > 1, then ihc probability thai an
A'-way tie at rank p docs not occur for an) p is

U(]
p

,.'. ^-1)
\p\

1

i;, (.v)

where ^,,, (s) denotes a ^/-analog of the Riemann zeta function defined by

^.) = v
, s v(n)

/,tl {"}'

The expressions v(n) and {»} are defined as follows: By convention, v(l) = Oand {1} = 1.

a^ a^ a^
... p

1 2 k

Ct) Ct'-) Clt
For n> 1 canonically factored as n=p l p .. ... p /l,

al [" ia2
{"} = \p, rl \p2\~

and v(n) = a^(/?, - 1) + u^ - 1) + ... + a^ - 1).

^'
.
ex,.

The ̂ -Riemann zeta function satisfies the following two theorems. Theorem 2 is (/-analog

of Euler's product formula for t, ^(s).

Theorem 1 For 0 s^ < 1 and .v > 1, ^(s) is convergent.

TlieQiem2 For 0< <7 < 1 and s > I. t,^(s) = H ( 1
p

product is over all primes p.

, ^(p-l) ^-I

[p]s
where the

5 . Game II: Suppose Game I is played under the following conditions: (a) /. = n and (b) No
ties are allowed. Condition (b) is accomplished by simply removing an "wcupied" rank from
the board.
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The (Hitcomc may be \ ie\\ed as an element of the symmctric group S This variation on
Game I v\ill henceforth be retcrrcd to as Game II.

The probability that a giv en permutalitm a G S^ is the outcome of Game II is

/nv °
/>^ =ilw-

where inv o = \{(i, j) '. 1 si <j -s n and CT(/) > o(y')}|. Forthermore, it may be
shown that

inv - I number of tails in the shortest

Bcrnoulli sequence that results in o

It is conjectured that

lim ?" {o is a derangement} =
n-*v

if <7 = 1

0 otherwise

6 . Game III: Consider adding the stipulation to Game II that "each player begins at the next
available rank after the rank achieved by the preceding player. " Referring to this variation as
Game III, all statements in Section 5 remain true if the word "Game II" is replaced by
"Game III" and if the inversion number is replaced by the comajor index:

n-1

comaj o = Y (n - k) %{o(<:) > a(k + 1)}.
^1
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